Abstract-Edge computing is a promising computing paradigm for pushing the cloud service to the network edge. To this end, edge infrastructure providers (EIPs) need to bring computation and storage resources to the network edge and allow edge service providers (ESPs) to provision latency-critical services to users. Currently, EIPs prefer to establish a series of private edgecomputing environments to serve specific requirements of users. This kind of resource provisioning mechanism severely limits the development and spread of edge computing for serving diverse user requirements. To this end, we propose an integrated resource provisioning model, named edge federation, to seamlessly realize the resource cooperation and service provisioning across standalone edge computing providers and clouds. To efficiently schedule and utilize the resources across multiple EIPs, we systematically characterize the provisioning process as a largescale linear programming (LP) problem and transform it into an easily solved form. Accordingly, we design a dynamic algorithm to varying service demands from users. We conduct extensive experiments over the base station networks in Toronto city. The evaluation results demonstrate that our edge federation model proposed can reduce the overall cost of EIPs by 30.5% to 32.4%, compared with existing independent service provisioning model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of edge computing offers a new paradigm to deliver computation-intensive and latency-critical services to traditional cloud users [1] . The basic idea is to push the cloud service to the network edge (e.g., access point or base stations), which is closer to users than cloud. In this way, users can still exploit the power of cloud computing, while no longer suffering from network congestion and long latency [2] . The prosperous development of edge computing offers an excellent opportunity for mobile service providers to rent resources from edge infrastructure providers (EIPs) for hosting their services. An EIP usually has to construct and maintain a set of distributed edge nodes at the network edge, where an edge node may consist of multiple edge servers and has specific computation and storage resources. EIPs are responsible for service provisioning and resource management.
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to establish a series of private edge-computing environments to serve specific requirements of users from the aspect of their own viewpoint [4] . That is, each EIP only manages and uses its resources; hence, a standalone edge-computing environment is usually resource-constrained, especially in the scenario of serving the increasing amount of users. When a large number of services need to be deployed in broad geographic areas, the involved EIPs need to construct and maintain more edge nodes to cover them further, which leads to a huge cost. On the other hand, however, different EIPs may build edge nodes in the same place while without any cooperation, causing severe under-utilization of resources. To make matters worse, since the individual EIP has limited information about the whole edge-computing environment. It is tough to make a global optimization for efficiently delivering various services to different users. This dilemma may cause a low quality of service (QoS) for the edge service providers (ESPs) as well as the low quality of experience (QoE) for end users.
With the above challenges in mind, this paper presents edge federation, an integrated service provisioning model for the edge-computing paradigm. It aims at creating a costefficiency platform for EIPs and offering end users and ESPs a transparent resource management infrastructure by seamlessly integrating individual edge computing providers as well as clouds from two-dimensions, the horizontal dimension, and the vertical dimension.
Private or Public: In the horizontal dimension, EIPs independently construct and maintain their private resource infrastructures, which restricts the quick development and spread of edge computing. In the existing model, an EIP usually has a limited amount of edge servers to deploy services, and hence cannot cover broad areas and may cause long service delivery latency to those users outside the covered areas. This dilemma would severely limit the market size of each EIP. A straightforward method is to make each EIP build edge servers in more locations. This method, however, would cause a large amount of duplicated edge nodes across EIPs in many sites, leading to the enormous capital and operational expenditure. The similar problem has arisen in the construction of cellular towers by different mobile network operators. Therefore, it is urgent to enable the interoperability and realize resource sharing across EIPs.
Edge or Cloud: In the vertical dimension, cloud computing and edge computing both have their own advantages, but neither of them can meet the high latency requirement (a.k.a., low time delay) of services and low-cost resource provision simultaneously. Although edge computing can achieve much lower latency in service delivery than that in cloud computing, it also incurs high deployment cost of new computation and storage infrastructures [5] , [6] . On the contrary, the low cost and sufficient resources are precisely the advantages of cloud computing. Moreover, as each edge node has a limited range of serving area, the cloud could be an essential complement for support end users in the areas not served by edge nodes [7] . In summary, edge computing and cloud computing can reasonably complement each other, but they need an effective mechanism to cooperate.
The edge federation proposed in this paper brings a new service-provisioning model for driving the next generation edge-computing network. To realize the designed vision of edge federation, we systematically tackle several essential challenges. First, an edge-computing network is very complex, which consists of a series of EIPs, diverse services and heterogeneous end devices. The edge federation designed in this paper should realize the targets of scalability, efficiency, and low-latency. Second, the edge federation should effectively model the joint service provisioning process across heterogeneous edge nodes, and across edge and cloud. Third, the service provisioning problem under the edge federation involves a large number of optimization variables and exhibits very high computation complexity. The efficient solutions with affordable complexity is needed to deal with the large-scale optimization problem.
We address all the above challenges in this work and make the following major contributions:
• We design the edge federation, an integrated edgecomputing model, to realize the transparent service provisioning across independent EIPs and the cloud. The edge federation model can significantly improve the QoS to end users and save the cost of EIPs.
• We characterize the service provisioning process under our edge federation as a linear programming (LP) optimization model and propose a dimension-shrinking method to reformulate it into an easily solved model. Accordingly, we develop a service provisioning algorithm SEE, which dynamically enable an effective and efficient service deployment in an edge federation environment.
• We evaluate the proposed solution for edge federation under the base stations network of Toronto city with the real-world trace. The results indicate that the edge federation can help EIPs save the overall cost by 30.5% to 32.4%, compared with existing independent service provisioning model. We find that our solution can significantly help the EIP with latency-critical services save more cost, under the intensive service demands.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. We introduce the background and the related challenges of the edge federation in Sec. II. Then, the detailed architecture is illustrated, and the contributions are also highlighted in Sec. III. Sec. IV formulates the cost minimization problem for EIPs with hard latency constraints. In Sec. V, the problem is transformed with the dimension-shrinking method and the dynamic provisioning algorithm is developed. We evaluate the performance of our solution via real-trace network service data and validates the effectiveness of the edge federation in Sec. VI. Sec. VII gives the discussion and future works. Sec. VIII and Sec. IX close the paper with related works and conclusions.
II. EDGE FEDERATION VS. CLOUD FEDERATION
The edge federation is the platform that spans the continuum of the resources in different EIPs, from cloud to the edge. With such the cross-EIP method, edge federation can bring the customized resources (e.g., computation, storage, and networking resources) for ESPs and end users in a broad, fast, and reliable geo-distributed manner.
The most similar idea to the edge federation is the crosscloud cooperation architecture in previous works. These works attempted to establish the integrated cloud resources provisioning architecture, which could be named as cloud federation, such as the Joint Cloud [4] , the Hybrid Cloud [8] , etc.. The cloud federation tries to establish the environment that combines the public and the private resources, which can enable EIPs scale resources for handling short-term spikes (e.g., Black Friday in the Amazon, Single's day in the Taobao, etc.) in demand [4] . It can be seen as the horizontal integration mentioned before. Some works also considered vertical integration in the field of content caching or computation offloading. Most of these works construct the cloud-assisted [7] or edge-assisted [9] network structure, both of which try to solve two main problems: the limitation of the edge resource capacity and the long latency caused by the backhaul network from users to the cloud.
Compared with the works mentioned above, the edge federation is much different and even more challenging, which involves both horizontal and vertical integrations. The resource integration in the edge federation could be more complicated and urgent, mainly due to three aspects of the edge computing: the highly distributed, limited and heterogeneous edge resources; the high cost of edge resources; the latency-critical and computation-intensive edge services. Based on these characteristics, we have to solve several particular challenges in edge federation.
1) The trade-off between the cloud and the edge: As described in the previous section, the edge can achieve the lower service latency but with higher cost. In contrast, the cloud introduces the lower cost but with a higher latency. Neither of them can meet the high latency requirement of services and low-cost resource provision simultaneously. Thus, the goal of the edge federation is trying to strike a balance between the latency and the cost, either the trade-off between the cloud and the edge. How to take the least cost to fulfill the service requirements and achieve the best QoS is the most critical thing in the edge federation.
2) The optimization of the service deployment on distributed and limited edge resources: Compared with cloud nodes, edge nodes are much more scattered in geography with the very limited amount of resources. Due to such the limitation, EIPs have to be very careful when they provide the resource to services. This severely restricts their capacity in size of the serving area and service demands. Thus, the cooperation of different EIPs and the optimization of resource provision in the edge federation are more urgent than them in the cloud federation. The challenge is how to maximize the resource provisioning efficiency in the highly distributed and limited edge resources.
3) The contradiction between the computation-intensive edge services and the limited edge resources: The resources in edge nodes are very limited. Worse still, most of the emerging services in edge scenario have high computation and strict latency requirements, which require significant and sufficient computation and storage resources. This dilemma makes the edge more likely to get into the "Spike" trouble (i.e., overload trouble) and suffer from resource shortages, especially in the peak hours and the downtown areas. For these challenges, an efficient service provisioning method is urgently needed. In the following section, we first design the architecture of the edge federation, under which sophisticated service provisioning methods can be developed.
III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF EDGE FEDERATION
We start with an initial example and an overview of the edge federation and then present the detailed architecture of the edge federation.
A. Rationale
As shown in the left of Fig. 1 , existing network environment mainly has three layers: (i) the user layer consists of a large amount of heterogeneous smart devices (e.g., mobile phones, vehicles, etc.), which dynamically request for highperformance services from ESPs; (ii) the edge layer is formed by EIPs, which are responsible for resource provisioning for ESPs. They provide computation and storage resources for ESPs, as well as techniques (e.g., NFV and SDN) and platforms (e.g., Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure ,etc.) for services to run on; (iii) the cloud layer provides similar type but larger amount of resources to end users. In the current network environment, ESPs usually sign contracts and package their services content to given EIPs. An EIP can only manage their own resources and deliver the contracted services to corresponding end users. There is no interaction among the edge nodes of different EIPs.
The current service-provisioning model can make the individual edge node suffer resource limitation and extra-high cost. From the perspective of resources, EIPs independently deploy edge nodes at the edge of the network, where each edge node consisting of multiple edge servers provides computation and storage resources for accommodating diverse services. The capacity and the serving range of an individual edge node is much smaller than that of the cloud. Moreover, EIPs independently manage their resources without any cooperation in the current edge-computing model. Consequently, such mechanism fails to enable globally optimal scheduling of resources and services, hence leading to the resource overloaded or under-utilization situation and resulting in the low QoS to end users. Fig. 1 . The comparison between the current and the edge federation. In the future, the edge federation consortium realizes a transparent resource infrastructure over EIPs and cloud.
amount of resources and expanding the serving geographical range. Multiple EIPs even build edge nodes in the same location for the market competition. Such a method would definitely cause a huge overhead (e.g., the expenditure of infrastructure construction, maintenance cost, energy cost ,etc.) and severe resource waste; hence, it is not scalable. Eventually, such heavy burdens will be taken by EIPs, ESPs, and end users simultaneously in this triple-lose situation. To overcome the above disadvantages, we propose the edge federation, a transparent service-provisioning model in the multi-EIP environment. It involves two-dimension integration for the service deployment, including the integration between edge and cloud, and the seamless cooperation among heterogeneous edge nodes of multiple EIPs. The basic idea of edge federation is shown on the right side of Fig. 1 , where each EIP and cloud is a member of edge federation and the edge nodes of all EIPs and cloud nodes can share resources and interact with each other. Those edge nodes and cloud nodes are not necessary to be genuinely interconnected. They only disclose the details of edge nodes and cloud nodes to the authoritative and trusted consortium, which is the core of edge federation.
B. Architecture of Edge Federation
As shown in Fig. 2 , the edge federation consortium mainly consists of three components, including the traffic analyzer, the central optimizer, and the dispatcher.
Traffic analyzer is a module that continuously analyzes the traffic pattern, based on the dynamic requests of different ESPs from end users at various locations. The traffic patterns can accurately characterize the service demands temporally and spatially and will serve as an essential input to the central optimizer. Consider that many proposals have devoted to traffic prediction and modeling. Thus, assumed that we use the existing methods 1 (e.g., ARIMA [10] ) in our traffic analyzer to predict the traffic. A comprehensive study of the traffic prediction and modeling is out of the main scope of this paper.
Central optimizer is the brain of the edge federation consortium. It computes the traffic redirection schedule based on the obtained traffic pattern, the information about end users (e.g., location area, time, type of service) and so on. Then the optimized solution will be sent to the dispatcher as the basic information of traffic redirection. Hence, EIPs deploy the corresponding services on the edge and cloud according to the optimization result.
The dispatcher redirects users' service requests to correct edge servers. Such redirection can be performed by the existing routing mechanisms (DNS CNAME record, A record). To ease the understanding, we present a detailed example of service redirection based on the DNS technique in Fig.  3 . The end user at a specific location area requests a video of the Youtube. Compared to the traditional model, the EIP DNS modify its CNAME record to point to the domain of a federation DNS instead of the contracted EIP DNS domain. Based on another CNAME record, the consortium dispatcher will redirect the user's request to the optimal edge server. Thus the high-performance service can be achieved.
C. Benefits of Edge Federation 1) For the business relationship:
Traditionally, ESPs will deploy services on the infrastructure of EIPs with the payas-you-go function. And different EIPs will manage their resources and deliver services to the end user individually. The difference between the money ESPs paid to EIPs, and the operation cost (e.g., storage cost, computation cost, communication cost, etc.) of EIPs is the revenue of the EIP. In the edge federation, ESPs will also deploy services on the EIP and pay the money to EIP with the same price as in the conventional method. However, these services will be deployed by the edge federation with a global view of the unified resource pool, which consists of edge nodes from different EIPs. Then, the edge node will deliver the corresponding service to the end user.
2) For EIPs: EIPs in the traditional method can only manage the corresponding services delivery on their own edge nodes in limited areas. Compared with the old method, edge federation makes it possible that EIPs can operate the service more flexible among the unified resource pool. Such a method can help EIPs deliver the service to end users with the shorter distance, less infrastructure construction, and thus enable a more cost-efficiency service deployment and delivery with the reasonable edge cooperation and cloud assist. Therefore, the operation cost of the EIP can be reduced, and the revenue of the EIP can be improved.
3) For ESPs:
In existing method, due to the limited coverage area of edge nodes of the single EIP, the corresponding ESP only can spread their service in a considerable small region. This means that the ESP has a limited market size, while such the situation will no longer exist in the edge federation, attributed to the wide and dense distributed edge nodes of different EIPs in the unified resource pool. Moreover, with the same unit price, ESPs will get a higher QoS.
4) For end users:
The edge federation makes the ESPs deploy their services on demand over any parts and even all nodes of multiple EIPs. These edge nodes can distribute in a variety of geographical locations. As a result, end users can get the services from closer nodes with lower latency to some extent no matter where the user locates. Moreover, the reliability of service delivery is also considerably enhanced.
IV. OPTIMAL SERVICE PROVISION IN EDGE FEDERATION
After designing the architecture of edge federation, we need to decide where and when the ESPs transparently launch various services to end users. We further derive how much resources (e.g., computation and storage) should be allocated to operate each edge service.
A. Modeling the Service Provision 1) Network Environment and Dynamic Service Demands
For an edge-computing network, there are various edge nodes, each of which may consist of multiple edge servers. We assume that end users are geographically distributed according to the locations of edge nodes. Generally, there are four roles in the entire edge-computing network. Define U as the set of all end users, A as the set of cloud nodes, E as the set of edge nodes, and P as the set of edge services, respectively. Let u ∈ U represents a specific user, a ∈ A represent a specific cloud node, e ∈ E represents a specific edge node, while p ∈ P represent a specific edge service. For simplicity, we assume that the topology of the designed edge federation is known in advance. The main notations are shown in Table. I.
The end users have time-varying service demands toward the storages and computations. The service demands within Fraction of edge federation deploy computation of SP p on cloud Su,p(t)
Amount of storage demands of SP p from end user cluster u at time slot t before computation S u,p (t)
Amount of delivery content of SP p from end user cluster u at time t after computation Cu,p(t)
Amount of computation demands of SP p from end user cluster u at time slot t Sa Storage capacity of cloud a Ca
Compuation capacity of cloud a Se Storage capacity of edge e Ce
Computation capacity of edge e S E (t)
Overall amount of storage demands deployed on edge at time slot t C E (t)
Overall amount of computation demands deployed on edge at time slot t lu,p(t)
Service latency of service p for end user cluster u at time slot t h a u Delivery distance between cloud server a and end user cluster u h e u Delivery distance between edge server e and end user cluster u lp Latency requirement of service p mu,p(t)
Service satisfaction parameter indicates whether the service meets the latency requirement l sat p Satisfaction ratio of specific service p a time period T could be divided into n smaller equal time slots, e.g., 1 hour. Let the service demands p from end user u at time slot t is denoted as
Here, S u,p (t) and S u,p (t) represent the amount of content before and after processing, respectively, while C u,p (t) denotes the computation demands for accomplishing the service. These terms can be captured by the following generation formulations:
where |U | refers to the population in the target location area, q p (t) is the normalized traffic profile whose value is related to a specified service. k s is the coefficient profile that describes the size of the content after processing, and k c is the coefficient profile that describes the required computation resource for accomplishing the corresponding task. The traffic demands of the service p in the related area around edge server e at time t can be also captured by the following model:
where |U | e represents the population of specified edge server location. Remark 1: As the service demands of users are highly dynamic, the tailored time slot is necessary to the costefficiency schedule of the edge federation. Our implementation in later experiments shows that the time slot with a length of 1 hour is good enough to yield the better result than the existing method.
2) Two-phase Resource Allocation
From the vertical, we assume that each EIP select to resolve part or all the storage demands S u,p (t) and computation demands C u.p (t) by cloud nodes. The two variables θ S,a u,p (t) and θ C,a u,p (t) represent the fraction of storage demands supplied by cloud node a at time slot t, respectively, while the other
u,p (t)) demands served by the edge nodes. Obviously, the settings of these fractions are all between [0, 1]:
In any time slot t, the storage and computation demand should not exceed the capacity of the involved cloud nodes and edge nodes. Thus, we have the following two constraints:
where S a and C a are the storage and computation capacity of a specific cloud node a. Given the dynamic demands from each location area of end users, we assume that the least cloud capacities should satisfy the peak service demands, thus:
Noting that the service demands of end users may change over time, so the edge federation needs to manage available resources and charge resource consumption hourly without long-term commitments. Thus, the storage capacity a∈A S a and computation capacity a∈A C a are not fixed in our model.
Moreover, compared to access an edge node, the latency of accessing a cloud node is higher, however, with lower resource cost. Therefore, we need to find the reasonable variables θ S,a u,p (t) and θ C,a u,p (t) to achieve a better trade-off between the cloud and the edge dynamically via the transparent optimization of the edge federation.
From the horizontal, overall storage demands and computation demands supplied by all edge nodes are:
Note that the edge federation prefers to first schedules and redirect those service demands from end users to involved edge nodes of multiple EIPs. To make such schedules, we use the two variables α e u,p (t) and β e u,p (t) to denote the fraction of storage demands S u,p (t) and computation demands C u,p (t) supplied by edge node e at time slot t, respectively. Thus, we have the following constraints:
We define the storage and computation capacity of an edge node as S e and C e , respectively. They represent the maximum demands the edge node can serve in a single time slot. We have the following constraints:
Formulas (15) and (16) mean that the storage and computation demands assigned to the edge node e should not exceed its capacity at any time slot.
Another important constraint is that those demands from all users should be completely accomplished. Thus, we have
u,p (t) = 1, ∀u ∈ U , ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T (18)
3) Cost Minimization for the Edge Federation
To serve a set of users' demand, the edge federation treats to the minimization of the overall cost (i.e., maximize revenue) as an important optimization goal. Under the edge-computing scenario, the overall cost of an edge federation, V , can be divided into three parts, including the computation cost, the storage cost, and the communication cost.
Remark 2: The cost in the edge server is similar to the cost in conventional cloud server [12] , which consists of the cost of the servers, the infrastructure, the networking, and the power draw [13] . Since the infrastructures have been built. EIPs have to pay the costs to maintain them no matter they are used or not. Thus, the cost of infrastructures will not be considered in this paper. We mainly considered the server cost (e.g., the computation cost and the storage cost) and the networking cost (e.g. the communication cost) in this paper. And the related power or energy cost will be properly "absorbed" in the components modeled in the service data storage, service computation, and service delivery process.
Therefore, during a time period T , the servers' cost on cloud nodes can be written as:
where V 
where
are the cost of storage, the cost of computation and the cost of communication on edge nodes, respectively. V Remark 3: The resource usage price is relatively stable in the current cloud computing market. Thus we set all cloud nodes with the same storage, computation and communication cost per unit. However, for the edge computing, the resource market is still in an initial and unstable stage, and the resource price of an edge node resources in each EIP is quite different [5] , [6] . Therefore, the edge nodes of different EIPs can require different storage, computation, and communication price in our edge federation model.
Thus, the total cost of all involved edge servers and cloud servers in an edge federation can be written as:
The optimization goal is to minimize V in the network over a certain time period. It is worth note that the final optimization result should be subjected to the strict service latency requirements.
B. Guaranteeing the Service Performance 1) Modeling the Service Latency
The accessing latency is the key factor affecting service performance and can be roughly divided into two components, including computing latency and content delivery latency. The computing latency is the time consumption of completing the computation process of that service deployed on it. For an end user u, the computing latency of that service p on the cloud or edge servers could be measured by the followings formulas, respectively:
, ∀u ∈ U, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T (23) where the parameter r p represents the computation capacity of service p required by the end user u and is related to the service category (e.g., social networking, gaming, etc.). Note that the computation resources offered by the edge are still very limited, compared to the extra-large computation resources provided by the cloud. Thus, we have C a C e in general.
The delivery latency could be divided into the uploading delivery latency and the downloading delivery latency. Users usually get service through a one-hop transmission. Thus, we use the delivery distance instead of the hop distance to estimate the delivery latency in this model. We use h a u and h e u to denote the delivery distance from cloud node a and edge node e to end user u, respectively. First, the service data should be transferred from the users to the servers. The uploading delivery latency in the cloud and the edge in time slot t can be estimated as followings, respectively: u,p (t)h e u , ∀u ∈ U, ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T (25) Then, after processed in the servers, the processed service data will be returned to the users. Thus, the downloading delivery latency in the cloud and the edge in time slot t can be desribed as followings, respectively:
2) The Constraint on the Service Latency
The service demands of services usually vary temporally and spatially for heterogeneous end users. Thus, we should make sure that the required performance of services (e.g., latency requirement) can be guaranteed by the schedule solution in the edge federation. Let l p to denote the required latency of accessing service p. In any time slot t, only when the actual latency does not exceed l p , the service can be regarded as satisfied in that time slot. Therefore, the relationship between the actual latency and required latency can be defined as followings:
where l u,p (t) denotes the actual latency of service p from end user u in time slot t. Then, we use a satisfaction parameter m u,p (t) to represent whether a service demand of the user u is guaranteed, which can be defined as:
Moreover, edge federation needs to keep the corresponding services at a high-level performance in the business environment to attract more users and improve revenues. The overall performance of service p in edge federation can be measured by the satisfaction ratio r sat p , which can be written as:
According to the existing industry standards, the satisfaction ratio should reach following range:
where l 2 could be 100%, and l 1 is usually larger than 99%. Remark 4: The service satisfaction ratio of service p is evaluated by the satisfied service demands of each user in every time slot. Thus, we accumulate those service demands, whose requirement of the latency have been satisfied, to calculate the satisfaction ratio of a specific service. Noted that calculating the service satisfaction with a global measure is inaccurate, such as the average service latency, due to the potential uneven distribution (e.g., a bimodal distribution) of the service latency for each user.
Therefore, under the latency constraints, the problem that the central optimizer needs to solve for the edge federation can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
s.t. (5) ∼ (8), (13) ∼ (18) and (31).
Through solving this optimization problem, we can find the optimal resource assignment schedules (e.g. optimal caching and computing variables) of an edge federation in every time slot.
V. PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION AND DYNAMIC RESOLVING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose a dimension-shrinking method to reformulated the optimization problem into an easily solved model. Based on this method, we further develop a dynamic service provisioning algorithm to deal with varying service demands.
A. Problem Transformation
Due to those time-varying factors, i.e., α e u,p (t), β e u,p (t), and ∀t ∈ T , the optimization problem mentioned in Formula (32) is very hard to be solved with existing solvers for the LP optimization. Therefore, we reformulate this problem as a low dimension optimization problem so that it can be solved efficiently using the off-the-shelf solvers.
We use V edge S
, part of the V O , as an example to illustrate the transforming process. To ease understanding, we begin with a simple scenario where only one service and a single time slot (i.e., |P |=1, |T |=1) are considered. Thus, the original three-dimensional variables of the caching in edge federation is converted into two dimensional variables, i.e., α e u , where u ∈ U , e ∈ E. Assume that |U | = i, |E| = j, the storage variable can be written as the matrix as follows:
where each α e u means the fraction of storage demands, which result from user u and are assigned to edge node e. Let the vector S denote the amount of storage demands from each of these end user. The vector V E S represent the cost of per storage unit in different edge nodes. Therefore, the V edge S part can be formulated as:
So far, we consider the solution for a more general case that includes multiple services and multiple time slots (i.e., |P | = m and |T | = n). In this case, the storage variable can be converted into a super matrix that consists of m * n aforementioned simple matrices (refer to (33)). Thus, the caching variable α e u,p (t) could be extended as following:
where each simple matrix α(l) represents the storage variable of a certain EIP b in a specific time slot t, and m * (t−1)+b = l.
The vector S and V E S could also be extended for the general case as follows:
in both of which each S(l) and V Predict the service demands of different services
Update the α could be converted to:
Similarly, the other parts of the cost of EIPs (e.g.,
) can be transformed into matrices and vectors using the similar procedure.
After the above transformation, the problem (32) could be solved efficiently with existing LP solvers such as CVX Gurobi solver.
B. Service Provisioning Algorithm
After the transformation mentioned above, we further develop a dynamic resolving algorithm, namely SEE (Service provision for Edge fEderation), to achieve an efficient service provisioning solution in the edge federation environment.
To be more specific, as shown in Algorithm 1, our algorithm is developed under the dynamic service demands; thus the service provisioning should be rescheduled in each time slot. We take the storage and computation capacities of cloud nodes and edge nodes as (C a , S a , C e , S e ). The profile of services' computation and latency requirements (r p , l p ), and the transmission distances (h e , h a ) act as the inputs of our algorithm.
In each time slot, we firstly predict the demands of services by well-studied method (e.g., ARIMA). This short-term prediction is conducted for the usage in the next time slot. Many prior studies show that such short-term prediction is more accurate than the long-term prediction. Based on the prediction results, the edge federation could calculate the schedule for the next time slot in advance, by solving the optimization problem (32). Such an optimization process is mainly executed by the consortium of edge federation for enabling dynamic optimal service provisioning. It decides how much workload retain at the edge or offload to the cloud, and how to deploy services among heterogeneous edge servers and cloud servers.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct trace-driven experiments over the base station network in Toronto and evaluate the performance of our service provisioning model under a multi-EIP network environment. We measure the performance of the edge federation in terms of the total cost of EIPs for serving a given set of edge services.
A. Experiment Setting 1) Designed Network
We first achieve the datasets about the edge-computing environment from the published data of Canada government [14] , which provides the details of the location and brand of base stations all over Canada. The designed network of our experiments is constructed across the region of the Toronto city. As shown in Fig. 5 , we carefully select the amount of 30 and 50 base stations as the potential edge nodes by fully considered the density of the population (e.g., the downtown area is more likely to have a higher density of population than the rural area, thus the higher density of edge nodes.) and the business condition in different areas of the city. In common sense, more edge nodes are needed in the prosperous and populous area.
All of such base stations are chosen from three popular telecommunication providers in Canada, including the Bells, Rogers ,and Telus. We then select the Amazon Datacenter in Montreal, the Google datacenters in the United States as the potential cloud nodes in our experiments. 2 We make use of the base station dataset for the following reasons: i) Upgrading base stations as edge nodes is a reasonable and accessible solution for the construction of future edgecomputing environment. ii) The datasets have specific location information of BSs, and thus the content delivery latency could be accurately estimated. This is based on the fact that RTT between two nodes is approximately linear with their geodistance [16] . Therefore, these selected edge nodes and cloud node make up the designed network in this paper.
2) Service Demands of End Users
We collect the traffic data from the NORDUnet 3 , a research and education oriented network infrastructure that hosts cache servers at various peering points over Europe and North America. By using these real-world trace data, we generate synthetic service demands of each end user in our designed network.
Dynamic service demands: From the diverse requirements of latency, we mainly consider three types of services, including online gaming, online video, and social media. They represent the high, normal, and low latency requirements, respectively. Thus, we correspondingly select three representative services, including Valve, Netflix, and Facebook. Fig. 4 shows the traffic curves in a 24-hour time window on May. 7, 2017. Finding some details about the differences among services is interesting. Netflix accounts for the most significant portion of traffic. The peak demands of Valve and Netflix appear at night and also the total demands, while the peak demands of Facebook appear in the daytime.
Synthetic Traffic Generation: Referring to the realistic service demand patterns as above, we generate synthetic traffic demands for further model evaluation. First, we normalize the traffic demand of each service as the traffic profile, i.e., q p (t), ∀t ∈ T . Then, we collect the amount and density of the population of Toronto, from the online published data [17] , [18] . Thus, we could generate the synthetic service demands and patterns in the location area of each end user by calculating Formula (1)-(3) for each type of service. These traffic patterns are treated as the result of Traffic Analyser in Fig. 2 and sent to the Central Optimizer for calculating the optimal service provisioning and request schedules.
B. Performance Evaluation
In this part, we analyze the service provisioning process of Telus, Rogers, and Bell in both the 30-node case and 50-node case. We mainly compare two service provisioning strategies: the edge federation model and the fixed one-one contract model (e.g., the existing model). For testing the performance of the fixed contract model, we assume that several fixed relationships: Telus contracts with Facebook, Rogers contracts with Valve, while Bell contracts with Netflix. In such a multi-EIP network environment, we evaluate the performance of the existing service provisioning model and our edge federation model by the cost of EIPs, under different latency requirements of services and the varying amount of service demands. More precisely, we consider not only the total cost but also the average cost, which could be defined as follow:
• The total cost: the overall cost in total 24 time slots for all EIPs, which can be calculated by Formula (21).
• The average cost: the average cost of each EIP for each end user at time slot t can be defined as where n users represents the number of users. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the overall cost of the 50-node and 30-node cases in 24-time-slot dynamic traffic, with various latency requirements. The latency requirements of services are set from loose to strict, as shown in Table. II.
1) The Overall Performance Comparison
First, we can observe that, with the requirements loose to strict, the overall cost grows from low to high. This may due to the higher latency requirements (a.k.a., lower time delay) cause more massive edge resource utilization. The edge resource has a higher cost per unit than the cloud resource. Thus, the overall cost is growing. Then, from Fig. 6 , we can find that the performance of edge federation is better than the existing service provisioning model, achieving the average cost saving of 32.4% and 30.5% in the 50-node case and 30-node case, respectively. This means, compared with the fixed contracted mode, edge federation model is more cost-efficiency for EIPs. Such saving will be significant for EIPs, especially that with a large number of edge nodes in the extensive coverage area (e.g., over a city or a country). There is also an interesting phenomenon that the total cost of 50-node is lower than the cost in the 30-node case in each latency requirement group. This is easy to be understood: compared with the 30-node case, when EIPs try to deploy services around the end users, the 50-node one has more and better (i.e., shorter distance to the end user) options in a specific geo-distance area for the EIPs to choose. Thus, EIPs avoid the remote service deployment, and the cost of service delivery could be saving.
Does Service Type Matter?: To investigate whether or not the type of service has a significant impact on the cost saving, we analyze the performances of each EIP individually under the constraints of varying latency requirements from latency requirement group 1 to 7. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 6(b) , where the range of cost savings for each EIP are demonstrated. We find that Telus, Rogers, Bell have savings around 3.7% and 3.0%, 33.6% and 26.0%, 34.8% and 38.1% in 30-node and 50-node case, respectively. The results indicate that the edge federation is advantageous for all kinds of EIPs, irrespective of the service they contracted and the number of nodes they have.
Dig deeper, we can find that the EIP contracted with the higher-latency-requirement service will receive even greater cost saving. 4 The reason for this result may be due to the fact that higher-latency-requirement services will use more edge resources. However, the highly distributed edge resources in an individual EIP makes it difficult for EIPs deploying and provisioning service with an efficient way (i.e., due to the considerable accumulated distance between different edge nodes, the service provisioning process will cause significant service delivery cost ). The global resource integration and optimization in edge federation can significantly reduce the delivery overhead, especially for the high-latency-requirement services.
2) Variance of the Cost Saving over Dynamic Traffic
In the previous part, we accumulate the total cost over the whole period by ignoring the cost variation of each time slots. In this part, given the fixed latency constraints on the services (i.e., group six in Table. II), we consider the cost variation under dynamic service demands. Fig. 7(b) , 7(c) and 7(d) show the varying average cost of Rogers, Bell, and Telus respectively.
Combined with Fig. 4 (i.e., the inset plot in Fig. 7 (b), 7(c) and 7(d) ), we can find that the curves of the average cost has similar changing trend with the amount of their corresponding service demands. This is in line with our general understanding that the larger the number of completed service requests, the higher cost of the EIPs. From the figure, we can also clearly see that the average cost of edge federation is less than existing service provisioning model in all time slots, and achieve average 1.8%, 23.6% and 30.3% cost saving for Telus, Rogers, and Bell, respectively. Does Amount of Service Demands Matter?: Besides the similar trend between the average cost and service demands, we also find another meaningful result. That is, the higher cost saving is likely to appear at the situation with larger service demands. The cost-saving ranges of Telus, Rogers, and Bell are illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 4 together suggest that the cost saving and service demands have a strong correlation. As the amount of service demands grows up and down, there is a similar change in the amount of cost savings. To further explore this phenomenon, we use a 4-timeslot window to circle the peak cost of each service in Fig. 7 . Peak 1, Peak 2 and Peak 3 represent the peak cost of Telus, Rogers, Bell, respectively. It is clear that the time windows of peak cost saving are perfectly matched with the peak service demands in each service. This means that the edge federation achieves even better performance in the case of the larger amount of service demands. It could be significantly helpful in the practical huge-traffic network environment.
3) Strength of Edge Federation Resilient and Robust Service Provisioning: Can edge federation achieve good performance all the time under varying requirements and dynamic service demands? The question is critical to justify whether the edge federation can be reliable to the real network environment.
To answer this question, we mainly analysis the performance from both the time dimension and the latency requirement dimension. From the view of time, compared with the existing solution, we can observe that the cost is reduced all the time, which means the performance is firm no matter how much service demands required. As for the varying requirements, the edge federation shows a steady saving behavior with slight fluctuation over different latency requirements. There is a very interesting phenomenon: the cost saving has the relative big fluctuations from the time slot 5 to the time slot 10, whereas the fluctuations in the other time slots are small. From Fig. 4 , we can find that the traffic from the time slot 5 to the time slot 10 is much lower than the other time slots. Combined the fluctuation mentioned above, we can conclude that, compared with the low traffic situation, edge federation will achieve a more stable performance in the massive traffic scenario. This result once again proves that edge federation is suitable for the real huge-traffic environment.
Cost Efficiency Function with Horizontal Extending Edge Nodes: Edge federation enables the horizontal extension by integrating the edge nodes of EIPs. Is this extending edge nodes function can reduce the cost of EIPs? For validating the effectiveness of edge federation, we specially select two EIPs: Rogers and Bell. As shown in the map of the 50-node case in Fig. 5 , Bell has better coverage in the West of Toronto while weak in the East. Rogers has a relatively balanced edge node locations. Then, we assume a virtual EIP owns all the edge nodes of Rogers and Bell (labeled as Combined EIP in Fig. 8(b) ). Moreover, for fairness, we set all three EIPs to have the same amount of overall resource (i.e., same storage and computation capacity).
From Fig. 8(b) we can see that the extending edge nodes indeed improve the service provisioning performance. The Combined EIP achieve the least cost among the three EIPs, under the same service deploying. The red curve further illustrates this result with a cloud resource utlization ratio. The cloud utilization ratio of the Combined EIP is the highest, which means that the optimal provisioning schedule could be more efficient in the edge nodes extending scenario. Thus, more cloud resources will be utilized, and the overall cost will be reduced.
Adaptive Vertical Resource Allocation: To test the effectiveness of the dynamic service provisioning algorithm in edge federation, we calculate the resource utilization ratio of the services with seven different latency requirements (i.e., the latency requirement groups in Table. II). The results are shown in Fig. 8(c) . We can see that, when the requirement becomes more and more strict, the edge resource utilization ratio of all the services are increasing. This indicates that, when facing the varying latency requirements, the algorithm truly realize the dynamic adjustment between edge and cloud resources.
The above all experimental results show that edge federation indeed solves the difficulties and challenges presented in Sec.II. It performs particularly effective under the heavy load and strict latency requirements, which fully match the needs of the latency-critical and resource-intensive smart services and show the value of our model in the real network environment.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Determining the Optimal Controlling Scale
Rather than solving problems in the specific scenario, the edge federation is a general resource management model for the macro edge-computing scenario. The edge federation is operated in a centralized control manner, which could enable the most cost-efficiency service management for EIPs and provide the guaranteed QoS and QoE for the ESP and the end user, respectively.
One of the critical issue for the centralized management is the scale of the controlling area, which greatly determined by the factors in geography (e.g., different time zones may affect the prediction accuracy, different users in different areas may have different behavior patterns.), business environment (e.g., unique business policies in different countries and regions.), etc.. According to these factors, the centralized control in a city, a country or a strongly related region (e.g., the area of EU countries) can be more effective and robust. Traffic behaviors of these areas are more predictable and amenable to provide a mathematically well-grounded sizing solution.
B. Determining the Length of the Time Slot
The performance of the edge federation solution could be affected by the length of the time slot. In a practical scenario, this length should be determined by the multi-dimensional analysis of the real network environment, such as the general service completed time, end users' network behavior, network service traffic, etc.. A suitable length of the time slot can help users avoid the dynamical service migrate across servers, thus reducing the additional delays and costs. In this paper, we use traffic prediction technology as an important reference to determine the length of the time slot. We also leave it as a direction of future work.
C. Designing the Suitable Algorithm
The networking environment in this paper is quite complicated. We well formulated the optimization problem in the edge federation by mainly considering 1) resource factors (e.g., the heterogeneous resources of communication, storage, and computation); 2) geo factors (e.g., distributed edge nodes and users); 3) traffic factors (e.g., heterogeneous services, varying service demands, different latency requirements). Then, what we should do is finding the optimal analytical solution by solving the optimization problem. The primary purpose of this paper is to prove that edge federation is more cost-efficiency than the existing solution. Also, from other perspectives, one can design new algorithms or still exploit the advantages of the optimization techniques to solve problems (e.g., latency minimization, etc.) in edge federation. We leave this point as an open issue.
VIII. RELATED WORK
The related works can be roughly divided into two categories, including the service placement method and the service provisioning model.
Service placement is a popular topic in mobile edge computing (MEC), which involves the content caching and the computation offloading. The content caching has been studied extensively to place a large volume of content based on the popularity, to avoid frequent replication and enable a faster access [19] . The multimedia service is a representative field of the content caching. Many efforts have been made on the collaborative multi-bitrate video caching and processing in MEC network [20] , [21] . The emerging concept of In-Network Caching has been proposed recently [22] . The basic idea is that servers tend to cache some content passing through them, according to the contents' popularity. Thus, each server may send the queried content directly to the end users with the small round-trip-time (RTT).
The computation offloading mainly focus on designing dedicated strategies for offloading partial even the entire task from an end device to edge servers. The major factors influence the offloading strategies including the characteristics of end devices and edge servers, such as the location [23] , energy [24] ), and different optimization objectives, such as minimizing the cost [7] or delay [25] . Liu et al. proposed a searching algorithm to find the optimal task scheduling policy to achieve the minimum average delay [25] . Mao et al. developed a LODCO algorithm to minimize the execution delay and addressed the task failure as the performance metric [26] . There are also some literature jointly consider the caching and offloading for maximizing the revenue of mobile network operator [27] . Different from these works mentioned above, our work considers the more general multi-EIP scenario.
Although the service provisioning is a crucial issue for edge computing, there still lack sufficient studies. The most involved literature focus on the integration between cloud and edge. Tong et al. designed a hierarchical edge cloud architecture to alleviate the peak workload from end users [28] . To minimize the cost of resources, Ma et al. proposed a cloud-assisted framework in MEC, named CAME [7] , by combing the queueing network and convex optimization theories. Villari et al. also proposed the similar architecture call Osmotic Computing, which aims to decompose the applications into microservices and enhance seamless cooperation between cloud and edge resources [29] . It is true that literature [30] considered the cooperation between cells in a cellular network and [31] even studied the D2D collaboration among edge devices. However, there still lack many literature study the cooperation among edge servers, as pointed out in this paper.
Such a dilemma has already attracted considerable attention from industries, several organizations (e.g., OpenFog 5 , EdgeComputingConsortium 6 ) have been formed trying to find the effective network architecture and service provisioning model. To our best knowledge, this is the first step to consider the service provisioning model from the entire edgecomputing environment. Our edge federation considers the service-provisioning problem among multiple EIPs and cloud with hard latency constraints.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an integrated service provisioning model, named as edge federation, which considers a twodimension integration between multiple EIPs, including the vertical and the horizontal. Over the edge federation, we formulated the provisioning process as an LP problem and took a variable dimension shrinking method to solve the largescale optimization problem. Furthermore, for varying service demands, we proposed a dynamic service provisioning algorithm, SEE, which dynamically updates schedules to enable an efficient service deployment. Via the trace-driven experiments conducted on the real-world base station map of Toronto, we demonstrated that our edge federation model can help EIPs save the overall cost by 30.5% to 32.4%, compared with the existing model.
